
i-Size Car Seat
User Manual and
Maintenance Instruction
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Baby height：40-75cm
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Baby height：≥75cm
(Without lower cushion)
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Infant carrier installation with base
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Infant carrier X1 belted installation
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Attach car seat to stroller

2 1

Locked;handle down

WARNING:
(28)

Never use unless
handle is in locked
position,check
car seat is secure
before use
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Remove car seatfrom stroller

1 2

Upright Unlocked
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1、Handle

2、Handle button

3、Shoulder pad

4、Crotch pad

5、Buckle

6、Webbing

7、Center function adjustment

8、Adjustment webbing

9a、Side webbing guide

9b、Rear webbing guide

10、Canopy

11、Headrest

12、 Lower cushion

13、Manul compartment
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14、Connecting hook

15、ISOFIX connector

16、ISOFIX release button

17、ISOFIX tube button

18、Release button of carrier from base

19、Base cover

20、Indicator window of green/orange

switch for carrier installed with base

21、Indicator window of ISOFIX locked 22、

Adjustment button of support leg 23、

Indicator window of support leg worked
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：Not to use this CRS in the seating positions where the
frontal airbag is activiated.
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Fabric cleaning guidance

(30)
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Notice for using infant carrier and base together:

1、This is an i-Size Enhanced Child Restraint System
(ECRS). It is approved according to UN Regulation No.
129, for use in, i-Size compatible vehicle seating
positions as indicated by vehicle manufacturers in the
vehicle users' manual.

2、If in doubt, consult either the Enhanced Child
Restraint System manufacturer or the retailer.

Notice for using infant carrier( without base)：

1、This is Universal Belted Enhanced Child Restraint
System. It is approved according to UN Regulation No.
129, for use primarily in"Universal seating positions" as
indicated by vehicle manufacturers in the vehicle
user's manual.

2、If in doubt, consult either the Enhanced Child
Restraint System manufacturer or the retailer.
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Warning：

1、The rigid items and plastic parts of an Enhanced
Child Restraint System shall be so located and
installed that they are not liable, during everyday use
of the vehicle, to become trapped by a movable seat
or in a door of the vehicle.

2、To use carry-cots perpendicular to the
longitudinal axis of the vehicle;

3、Not to use Enhanced Child Restraint System in
seating positions where there is an active frontal airbag
installed.

4、Any straps holding the restraint to the vehicle
should be tight, that any support-leg should be in
contact with the vehicle floor, that any straps or impact
shields restraining the child should be adjusted to
the child's body, and that straps should not be twisted;

5、It is important to ensure that any lap strap is worn
low down, and that any impact shield installed proper-
ly, so that the pelvis is firmly engaged;

6、The Enhanced Child Restraint System should be
replaced when it has been subject to violent
stresses in an accident;
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7、It is dangerous to make any alterations or additions
to the device without the approval of the Type Approv-
al Authority, or not to follow closely the installation
instructions provided by the child restraint manufactur-
er;

8、It is prohibited that children are left in their
Enhanced Child Restraint System unattended;

9、Any luggage or other objects liable to cause injuries in
the event of a collision shall be properly secured.

10、The Enhanced Child Restraint System shall not
be used without the cover.

11、The Enhanced Child Restraint System cover
should not be replaced with any other than the one
recom-mended by the manufacturer, because the
cover constitutes an integral part of the restraint
perfor-mance.

12、The instructions should be retained on the child
restraint for its life period or in the vehicle handbook
in the case of built-in restraints.

13、For an "i-Size Enhanced Child Restraint System",
the user shall also be referred to the vehicle
manufac turer's handbook
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IMPORTANT
KEEP FOR FUTURE REFERENCE

Handle Adjustment: To adjust the carring handle, 
simultaneously press the left and right buttons 1
(picture 3). You can lock the carring handle in place in 
one of three positions A, B or C see picture 3.

A: Vehicle position in the car or carry postion 
outside of the car.
B: Free standing rocking position or locked
position when used on a stroller.
C: Stable postion, no-rocking or the position to 
place the child into the ECRS
Adjusting the harness and placing the child in the 
ECRS: Loosen the shoulder belts (picture 4) by 
pressing the adjustment button (1) on the central 
adjuster pulling both shoulder belts forwards (2)

Press the button under the rear central belt guide to 
open the manual compartment (picture 5). Lift up the 
lever(1) (picture 6) and simultaneously slide up and 
down to adjust the headrest and shoulder belts to the 
desired position. The harness shoulder belts should be 
adjusted to fit as shown in picture 7.
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Separate the extended shoulder belts (picture 8) and 
place the child in the ECRS using or removing the 
lower cushion upon the baby height as picture 9 and 
10. Guide the harness belts directly over the child's 
shoulders and ensure they are not twisted.Place both 
buckle tongues together and lock them in place in the 
belt buckle, you shoud hear an audible 'CLICK' (picture 
11). Pull carefully but firmly on the central adjustment 
to tighten the harness until they fit the child's body
(picture 12)

Adjusting the canopy: The canopy can be gradually 
extended forwards by pulling on the plastic cover. To 
fold;push back on the same plastic cover.

Fitting the ISOFIX base into the vehicle: Lift the 
lever(1) and simultaneously push forwards the top 
cover(2) of the supporting leg until it stops, this 
extends the rear legs (picture 15)
With the base sat on top of the vehicle seat; push the 
base back to connect the extended rear legs with car 
ISOFIX anchor points. The indicator color of the 
ISOFIX connector turns to green from orange when 
the legs are connected correctly (picture 16/17)
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Push the whole ISOFIX base so that it touches the car
seat backrest.
On the front support leg, push out the adjuster(1) as
indicated by the arrow 2(picture 18) and lower the
support leg until it firmly touched the floor of the
vehicle. The color of the indicator in the support leg
should turn from orange to green when correctly
fitted (picture 19)
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WARNING: If there is any under floor storage in the
area where the support leg touches down. Do not use
the ISOFIX base in this postiion. Lower the carrier with
the child on the base(picture 20), if the ECRS is fitted
correctly the inidcator color will change from orange
to green (picture 21). ATTENTION: The ECRS should
only ever face the back of the car when fitted.

Romoving the ECRS from the ISOFIX base. Pull the
handle forwards (1), (picture 22) and lift the infanct
carrier/car seat up and off the base (2)
(picture 22)
Removing the ISOFIX base
Lift up the lever (picture 23)，and pull the whole
base forwards to extend the ISOFIX legs.
Push back the orange buttons as indicated by the red
arrow a and push the base as arrow b simulta-neously
(picture 24) to release the two ISOFIX connectors from
the vehicle anchors and pull the ISOFIX base away in
the direction of the arrow a (picture 24).
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ECRS Installation (Belted)
Installation in the car with car seatbelt:
Place the ECRS facing the rear of the vehicle on the
vehicle seat. WARNING: The ECRS is not suitalble for
use with a two-point or lap seatbelt. Securing with a
two-point seatbelt could result in serious or fatal
injuries to the child in the event of an accident.

Pull out the vehicle seatbelt and route it over the
ECRS.Lock the buckle tongue in place in vehicle
seatbelt, the striped belt section (picture 25/26) show
the lap belt position. Take the diagonal section of the
seat belt shown in solid green (picture 25/26/27) and
route it around the back of the ECRS and through the
rear guide 3 (picture 25 and 27)

Warning: it may be that buckle part of the car
seatbelt is too long so that it reaches the green belt
guides of the infanct car seat. This means that the
infanct car seat cannot be fastened tightly. If this is
the case, choose another seat in the car for the
fitting of the ECRS.
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ADVICE: Seek fitting guidance from your local 
retailer who can offer expert advice.
Care and Maintenance
Check the ECRS regularly to make sure no parts are 

damaged/torn/broken etc. This ECRS is only safe for 
use if all parts are in good working order. Contact your 
retailer if you have concerns or require replacement 
parts.
Avoid leaving the ECRS in direct sunlight either in the 
vehicle or outside,even normal exposure to sunlight 
can cause the color of the fabric to change, cover the 
ECRS when left in direct sunlight. Plastic and metal 
parts can become hot as vehicles naturally experience 
very high tem-perature fluctuations, be aware and use 
caution on hot days.
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Cleaning
The cover and the belt can be sponge cleaned with 
lukewarm soapy water. The plastic parts can be 
cleaned with a mild detergent and warm water, do 

not use aggressive cleaning agents. Where individual 
items are provide with care labels follow the specific 
guidelines on the label.
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Product Maintenance Record

Distributor:

Address:

Product Name Model

Order Date Use duration

User Name User Tel

Problem discribtion1:

Problem discribtion2:

Problem discribtion3:

Solution discribtion1:

Solution discribtion2:

Solution discribtion3:

User signature Date

Maintainer signature Date


